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The first thing that comes to our minds when we say ‘ghosts’ is the supernatural; it belongs to 
another realm, the unexplained realm, and remains a mystery, one that is constantly colliding 
with the world of science, the perennially explained realm. But, we think, there is more.

This issue we look at what it means to be invisible, to be ghost-like, to be confined to a 
space behind the curtain and still exist. We look at artist(e)s who truly engage with the 
word and understand its connotations in real life – in how, often, our reactions to the 
unknown become the opportunity for morality, philosophy and science to intermingle; in 
how we carry the ghosts of our memories; in how we create the ghosts of society; and how, 
even through the use of language (words and the arts), the ghosts of silence remain.

Vincent Adaikalraj

Publisher’s note



Praveena Shivram
praveena@artsillustrated.in

Editor’s note

Working on this issue was like rushing with a suitcase full of stories on a trolley against the wall to get 
to platform nine and three-quarters; sometimes, incredibly, we got through and found what we were 
looking for – a train, ready to take us into journeys never imagined – and other times, we crashed 
against the wall, watching the suitcase fly open, scattering stories into the wind like wayward feathers. 
This issue on ‘ghosts’ was equal parts awe-inspiring and maddeningly frustrating. That is, till we stopped 
seeing things the way they were supposed to be seen, and began to see them for what they were.

Ghosts have been such a big part of our collective memories; no childhood is complete without the ‘bhoot’ 
or ‘poochandi’ coming to get you if you don’t finish eating, if you don’t go to sleep, if you don’t listen. 
We have been taught to fear that which we cannot see, and that we won’t ever ‘have’ to see if we simply 
obeyed. As a parent today I completely understand (and indulge) in this need to win the everyday survival 
battle of exhaustion (parent) and stubbornness (child), but also, through this issue, realised just how deep 
such a layer could go within our minds. As an adult, living in this increasingly chaotic world, ‘ghosts’ today 
hold a whole other meaning, relentlessly and urgently hammering through old conditionings of fear.

As we delved into the realm of the invisible, the voiceless, the unseen, it became clear that we largely build 
narratives around things that are easily discernable, that are adequately explained, that quietly conform, that 
are proved beyond doubt as something that exists. Basically things that have legitimate Aadhar cards and bank 
accounts. For those that don’t fall into these categories, the supernatural and the spectral does not seem that 
far-fetched anymore – for in the landscape of the invisible, there are no neatly cut pigeonholes of definitions 
nor are there nuanced filaments of dialogue. Here, the ghosts run free. And here, we situate this issue.

Because ghosts might mean a certain kind of death, but it certainly does not imply any kind of an end.

Cover

Artists João Ó and Rita Machado installation for Art Macao titled ‘Sanctuary’ 
perfectly captures the ethos of this issue on ‘ghosts’. For one, because 
we are specifically not concerned with the supernatural, we love that it is 
a bright blue sky, with the sun pouring in through the bamboo, the red 
hammocks, a clever subversion of danger or even the urgency of Facebook 
notifications popping regularly into our consciousness, inviting us to rest a 
while, within the patterns of shadow underneath. Two, the spaces between 
the lines of the bamboo, existing between the intricate structure of order, 
is where we think ghosts exist – they make the rigidity of straight lines 
bearable and show us that within the beauty of symmetry, there is also the 
beauty of chaos. And, finally, the use of bamboo, itself – the wood that 
straddles cultures, mythology, history, economy, ecology, sustenance and 
design – is symbolic of what ghosts mean to us: that long, immortal silence 
gradually bleeding into our worlds, into our words and into our pauses.

Cover courtesy Art Macao
Images Courtesy of the Artists and Cultural Affairs Bureau, Macao
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Design Diaries

revolutionary material, founder Nick Wray 
instead decided to turn back the clock 
to create an object from a material that 
has been formed over millions of years, 
fusing something naturally occurring with 
a man-made design. Formed underground 
through a process called permineralisation, 
‘petrified’ wood refers to the fossilised 
remains of terrestrial vegetation. Over 
the course of millions of years, wood 
transformed into stone as the tree’s 
original organic matter was replaced 
with minerals. The ‘wood’, however, 
retains its cellular structure, preserving 
the tree’s appearance. With Ascendance, 
Metaplace combines an ancient artefact 
– a fossil – with a modern concrete 
base. It is functional but aesthetic. It 
is old but new. And it captures that 
transitory moment of a tree being struck 
by lightning and burning from inside.

Ascendance
Metaplace

MetaPlaceIndustries.com

During the International Contemporary Furniture Fair 
(ICFF) held earlier this year in New York, Metaplace 
Industries unveiled Ascendance – a fireplace made 
from petrified wood. Choosing to forgo reliance on 
modern technology in his pursuit to discover the next 

Biopack
George Bosnas

georgebosnas.com

Slowly but surely, we can now say that 
recycling is simply not enough of a 
contribution to restore the effects 
of climate change. Greek designer 
George Bosnas believes that the 
traditional waste management process 
uses a lot of energy and becomes 
expensive and time-consuming. So, 
in response, he created the playful 
yet sustainable approach to 
a traditional egg crate – the Biopack. 
The chubby, little box is ecological 
on every level. Bosnas’ innovative 
packaging is made out of cleared 
paper pulp, flour, starch and biological 
seeds. It comes with four eggs 
inside its densely packed material, 
protecting them from breaking. 
After using the eggs, instead of 
discarding or even recycling the box, 

users are encouraged to plant it and water it so the legume seeds that are part of the box itself can 
grow into green plants, and research shows that legume vegetables actually increase soil fertility. The 
legume seeds in Biopack take about 30 days to sprout after being planted, enabling the users to literally 
reap the benefits of the sustainable packaging way faster than the traditional recycling methods.
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